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Abstract: 

Dedicated in-situ measurements of Mars' exospheric Ar density by NGIMS/MAVEN highlight profiles 

displaying two slopes altitude variation. Below 230 km, the Ar density is characterized by scale height of 

13.5  1.7 km and above 400 km by scale height of 156  25 km. A comparison with the model 

HELIOSARES suggests that the most probable origin of the Ar non-thermal component is the collisional 

interaction, below the exobase, between the atmospheric Ar and the non-thermal O atoms produced by 

the dissociative recombination of O2
+. These measurements therefore provide a new approach to 

constrain one of the main source of Mars' atmospheric escape. They also lead to set up an upper limit on 

the efficiency of pickup ion sputtering at Mars. The comparison with HELIOSARES suggests that NGIMS 

detection sensitivity might allow a positive detection of this mechanism if more measurements at high 

altitude deep in the nightside are performed. 
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I Introduction 

It has been established that the escape to space of the atmosphere of Mars through interaction with 

solar radiation flux and solar wind was a major driver to its past evolution (Jakosky et al. 2017). The 

MAVEN mission was tasked to shed light on how the solar mass and energy can lead to the erosion of 

the atmosphere (Jakosky et al., 2015). Among the processes that are suspected to be at the origin of 

this erosion are exothermic photo-chemical reactions in the upper atmosphere (McElroy and Donahue, 

1972; Lillis et al., 2015) and the sputtering of Mars' atmosphere by heavy planetary ion picked up by 

the solar wind and precipitating into Mars (Luhmann and Kozyra, 1991). It is well-known that in the 

current epoch the major atmospheric escape rates are dominated by the photochemical process (e.g. 

Lillis et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the contribution of sputtering, which is potentially important for the 

early solar system conditions, remains of great interest. 

In a past study, Leblanc et al. (2017) analyzed three periods of observation by the MAVEN/Imaging 

Ultraviolet Spectrograph (IUVS) of the UV atomic oxygen emission in the exosphere in order to 

understand its potential origin. They showed that the most probable origin of the non-thermal 

component, clearly identified in O 130.4 nm emission brightness profile (Deighan et al., 2015), is the 

photo-chemical reaction of dissociative recombination of the O2
+ ion in Mars' upper atmosphere This 

strong emission of dissociative recombination hinders all attempts to identify the expected much 

weaker signatures of present-day sputtering in the atmosphere of Mars using IUVS measurements of 

the emission brightness. 

Bhardwaj et al. (2017) published a first report on the detection of an Ar non-thermal component as 

measured by MENCA and NGIMS. These authors analyzed two profiles from MENCA showing that the 

derived temperatures were significantly larger than expected. However this result provides only 

indirect evidence of a non-thermal component, in particular due to the use of measurements below 

300 km and the difficulty of deriving reliable atmospheric temperature from wavy profiles (Terada et 

al. 2016). These authors also used six inbound Ar density profiles measured by NGIMS in February, 
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April and May 2015. Unfortunately, these profiles were improperly corrected for background 

contamination and noise. A reanalysis of the profiles (shown in supplementary material) used for their 

analysis showed that the parts of the profiles used in Bhardwaj et al. (2017) had a signal/noise ratio 

lower than one. As explained in the present paper, the data obtained using the original NGIMS mode 

of measurement cannot be used above 250 km without averaging many months of data. 

Leblanc et al. (2018) simulated the density profile induced by the expected two main sources of non-

thermal exospheric components. Their model computes the hot Ar density profiles at high altitudes 

produced indirectly by photo-chemical reactions or directly by sputtering. They concluded that 

suprathermal O atoms, produced on the dayside by the dissociative recombination of O2
+, collide below 

the exobase with atmospheric Ar atoms. This leads to the ejection of Ar populating altitudes above 300 

km. While photo-chemical reaction is the major source of hot Ar on the dayside, it is a less efficient 

process deep in the nightside. Since Ar atoms ejected on the dayside are unlikely to reach ballistically the 

nightside regions, it is expected that sputtering by pickup ions precipitation (e.g. see Wang et al., 2015 

and Curry et al., 2015 for model results) would be the dominant source of hot argon in the high altitudes 

deep in the nightside. As a result, we expect that the analysis of the Ar density profile that are measured 

by Neutral Gas Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS) above 300 km would constrain the rate of dissociative 

recombination of O2
+ and the efficiency of the energy transfer between the non-thermal O atoms and Ar 

atoms on the dayside. It would also shed light on the relative efficiency of pickup ion sputtering at ejecting 

atmospheric particles on the nightside.  

In this paper, we analyze the NGIMS in-situ measurements of Ar at high altitudes and characterize their 

dependence with Solar Zenith Angle (SZA). Section II presents the NGIMS dataset that were analyzed. In 

section III, we compare these Ar measurement to HELIOSARES model of Mars' exosphere. 

II NGIMS/MAVEN measurements  

NGIMS is a dual-source quadrupole mass spectrometer that was designed to characterize the 

composition and density structures of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of Mars (Mahaffy et al., 
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2015a). Typically, the open source of the instrument is used to characterize reactive species such as O 

and N. On the other hand, the closed source uses a thermalization chamber to provide a more sensitive 

measurement of non-reactive species such as CO2 and Ar. Due to the high instrument-induced 

background, NGIMS provides reliable measurements of the two major neutral atmospheric species O 

and CO2 at altitudes above 300 km (Mahaffy et al. 2015b). However, owing to its very low interaction 

with the internal walls of the NGIMS sensor, Ar observations exhibit minimal instrument-induced 

background, and can be achieved to very high altitude and a high sensitivity.  

The residual faint background in the Ar mass channel (mass-per-charge m/z = 40) is mainly due to 

chemical contaminants and detector electronics noise. This background was fully characterized in 

August 2018 and an instrument’s detection limit of 22 cm-3 was established for the density of 

atmospheric Ar. This background level was systematically subtracted from all the Ar measurements that 

are analyzed in this study. 

To further improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the collected Ar data, observations of exospheric Ar 

were organized in dedicated and systematic weekly campaigns starting from April 14th 2018. During each 

campaign, NGIMS focused solely on sampling the mass channel m/z = 40 during the inbound leg of the 

orbits when the altitude of the spacecraft was above 300 km. These focused observations yielded Ar 

measurements at a 100 × the sampling cadence compared to the traditional NGIMS observations. 

Additionally, since July 2018, these NGIMS Ar observations were regularly performed to altitudes of 1200 

km, which is higher than the 500 km used in the traditional NGIMS observations. In the following, we 

analyzed 74 distinct Ar-focused observations which cover a period spanning from April 14th 2018 to 

November 12th 2018. These observations were collected during 19 campaigns of 5 (12 sequences) and 2 

(7 sequences) consecutive orbits. Five of these observations cover the altitude range of 300 – 1200 km. 

The rest reach up to 500 km altitude.  

We organized these set of measurements in an altitude - solar zenith angle (SZA) bins and plotted the 

resulting vertical profiles in Figure 1. As shown in the figure, during the April-November 2018 period, very 
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few measurements were collected at low SZA and low altitude. In fact, the dayside low altitudes were 

only covered by MAVEN during the first 5 targeted observations of April 2018. The remaining 

observations occurred while MAVEN periapsis was on the nightside. This results in a coverage that 

comprise relatively large SZA in the nightside. It is only at the end of September that a significant portion 

of the orbit of MAVEN above 400 km in altitude moved to the dayside. 

 

Figure 1: Reconstructed density profiles of the Ar density as measured by MAVEN/NGIMS between 

April 2018 and November 2018. The colors correspond to increments of 5° SZA bins. Horizontal bars 

correspond to the one standard deviation uncertainty of the reconstructed density. a: SZA from 20° to 

65°. b: SZA from 65° to 110°. c: SZA from 110° to 160° 

As shown in Fig. 1, the Ar density were measured with SNR > 1 up to 1200 km in altitude when MAVEN 

covered regions with SZA < 110° (Figure 1b). Ar density were measured with SNR >3 up to 800 km when 

SZA < 90° is covered (Figure 1b). No density measurement with SNR >1 could be performed above 400 

km in altitude for SZA >125 (Figure 1c)  

The highest densities measured in the 600 – 1200 km altitude range were obtained for SZA >100° during 

the inbound portion of orbit 7540 (13th August 2018 with periapsis at 13:31) while covering the high 

latitude region of the North pole. These densities were 2 – 5 × larger than the densities measured during 

the two consecutive orbits which covered nearly the same region. So far, we did not identify any 

variability in the plasma and magnetic environments that could explain this relatively rapid variation of 

the Ar density. One should note that significant increases of the CO2 and N2 atmospheric densities were 
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observed below 200 km on the same orbit. However, these densities were measured at a 30° lower 

latitude and closer to the midnight meridian than the observed Ar density enhancements that were seen 

above 600 km and at latitudes higher than 45°. At this point, based only on the available measurements, 

the origin of the rapid variation (in less than 5 hours) of the measured Ar at high altitude remains 

unexplained. 

In Figure 2a, we display the densities in a two-dimensional SZA – altitude map. The densities measured 

during the 74 orbits are consistent with a density decrease as SZA increases from day to night (excluding 

the profile obtained during the inbound part of orbit 7540). This is particularly the case for measurements 

collected at high altitudes (excluding the aforementioned high altitude observation of orbit 7540). This 

SZA dependence of the high altitude density profiles should be further confirmed as more NGIMS 

observations are carried out. At low altitude (below 280 km), Mahaffy et al. (2015b), using the first 

months of NGIMS observations (Ls=290-340°, solar mean conditions), reported densities consistent with 

the present results with values around 106 Ar/cm-3 at 200 km decreasing with increasing SZA. 

As can be seen in Figure 1, the Ar density profiles exhibit a noticeable change of slope above ~350 km. 

Below this altitude, Ar typically follows the expected barometric vertical profile with decreasing density 

with increasing altitudes. The scale heights of these vertical profiles are consistent with the one expected 

for the atmospheric Ar at temperature of 140 - 220 K for solar minimum (Bougher et al., 2015). Above 

350 km, the high cadence/low noise Ar measurements of NGIMS reveal a much slower rate of density 

decreases with increasing altitude. These two distinct density trends are indicative of the presence of 

two Ar populations in the upper atmosphere of Mars. The first is associated with the thermal atmosphere 

and dominates below 350 km. The second is a non-thermal component that dominates above 350 km. 

While the Martian exosphere has been extensively observed by MAVEN since 2014, these new NGIMS in 

situ observations of Ar are the first to reveal the energetic dichotomy in the Ar exosphere, and provide 

additional new evidence that a significant portion of the atmosphere of Mars is being ejected to space 

by non-thermal processes. 
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Figure 2: Ar density (a) and scale height (b) measured by NGIMS between April and November 2018 

(same as Fig. 1). The grey bins of panel a identify the regions covered by NGIMS measurements with 

SNR <1. The Sun is on the right side of each panel. Note that the planet is not represented at the 

correct scale.  

Figure 2b shows the scale heights calculated for the altitude profiles that are displayed in Figure 1. The 

scale heights were derived from the density profiles over a 30 km altitude range for regions below 350 

km. Above 350 km, a wider range of 140 km altitude was used. This calculation was repeated using other 

values of altitude ranges to demonstrate that the results displayed in Figure 2b were not dependent on 

this choice. This analysis show that the average scale height below 230 km is equal to 13.5  1.7 km and 

is equal to 156  25 km above 350 km. These scale heights correspond to temperatures of 216  27 K 

and 2800  400 K, respectively. When estimated for an altitude range between 120 and 350 km, the 

average scale height is 23  5 km. This corresponds to a temperature of 410  90K, which is significantly 

larger than the atmospheric temperature at lower altitudes, and probably reflects the fact that the 

population of Ar at these altitudes is already partially composed of non-thermal particles. A similar 

conclusion was reached by Bhardwaj et al. (2017) using NGIMS measured density profiles below 300 km 
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in altitude with incorrectly-subtracted background levels, rendering an accurate estimate of the scale 

height associated with the non-thermal component extremely difficult. The Mahaffy et al. (2015) value 

of 2746K that they derived from densities measurements of Ar, CO2 and O between 200 and 300 km 

falls within our calculated range. 

III Comparison between NGIMS Ar measurements and HELIOSARES simulation 

To further analyse the measured Ar density profiles, we used the HELIOSARES numerical model. 

HELIOSARES is a set of coupled models that describe the dynamics of the space environment of Mars 

from its surface to its magnetosphere. HELIOSARES has been successfully used to characterize the oxygen 

component of the exosphere that was measured by MAVEN at different seasons and at various solar 

zenith angles (Leblanc et al. 2017). More recently, the model was used to calculate the expected increase 

of the exospheric density induced by pickup ion sputtering assuming the typical precipitating flux that 

was measured by MAVEN (Leblanc et al. 2018). The study showed that, deep in the nightside, the non-

thermal component of Ar is dominated by particles ejected by pickup ion sputtering. This confirmed that 

Ar particle ejected by collision with the non-thermal O atoms produced by the dissociative recombination 

of O2
+ on the dayside cannot reach large SZA, and cannot be produced locally on the nightside because 

of its relatively low O2
+ density (Benna et al. 2015).  

To compare with NGIMS measurements, we modelled, using HELIOSARES, the density using the 

appropriate seasonal parameters (Ls = 270°) and for minimum solar activity which is consistent with 

MAVEN’s EUVM observations for the April – November 2018 period. In Figure 3, we displayed the density 

in the subsolar - midnight - North pole plane as simulated by HELIOSARES (roughly equivalent to Figure 

2 plane). In the HELIOSARES model, three main sources of exospheric Ar can be identified: 

- the Ar atoms ejected into the exosphere by collision with non-thermal O that were produced by the 

dissociative recombination of O2
+ (Figure 3b). 

- the thermal component, which corresponds to the thermal expansion of atmospheric Ar (Figure 3c), 
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- the sputtered component, which corresponds to Ar atoms that are ejected by pickup ions sputtering 

the atmosphere (Figure 3d). One should note that in the case of this simulation, we simulated O+ 

precipitating particles assuming the average  dayside and nightside differential energy distribution of the 

precipitating particles that was observed by MAVEN/SWIA from 2015 to 2017 (Leblanc et al. 2018).  

 

Figure 3: Simulated exospheric Ar density (in log10 cm-3) at Ls=270° and for solar minimum conditions in a 

plane including the poles (the North pole is at the top of each panel), the subsolar point (on the right of 

each panel) and the midnight point. a: all components. b: Ar density induced by the collision with the non-

thermal O atoms produced by dissociative recombination of O2
+. c: thermal component. d: Ar sputtered 

by precipitating picked up ions. 

Panel a of Figure 3 displays the sum of all three components modelled by HELIOSARES. As shown, below 

250 km, the Ar density is largely dominated by the thermal atmospheric component. Above this altitude, 

the density is dominated on the dayside by the Ar ejected by collision with the non-thermal O atoms 

produced by dissociative recombination and deep in the nightside by the Ar ejected by collision with the 

precipitating picked up O+ ions. 

We reconstructed the density along each MAVEN trajectory using the relevant MAVEN’s ephemeris 

focusing on two particular observation campaigns. The first campaign is composed of the 5 consecutive 

orbits of the 13th – 14th August 2018 (orbits 7540 – 7544). The trajectories of the spacecraft during these 
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orbits were partly on the nightside and their vertical density profile displayed a very unusual shape (see 

Figure 4a). The second campaign was conducted on the 15th and 16th October 2018 with 5 consecutive 

orbits (7884 – 7888). The trajectory of the spacecraft during the NGIMS observations covered a dayside 

region above 350 km. In Figure 4, we display the measured Ar density along the trajectory of MAVEN and 

the simulated HELIOSARES density profile.  

The comparison between the HELIOSARES simulated profile and the NGIMS measured one (Fig. 4a) 

suggests that, between 600 km and 350 km, the expected density of Ar is just below the detection limit 

of NGIMS (22 cm-3). Above 600 km, NGIMS is able to detect Ar due to the fact that, in this particular case, 

MAVEN emerges close to the terminator at high latitude above the pole when reaching these altitudes. 

It is noticeable that HELIOSARES simulated profile displays this same feature captured in the data. The 

comparison between the NGIMS measured densities and the HELIOSARES simulated ones suggests that 

the Ar that was measured along this trajectory above 600 km is mainly due to the collision between the 

non-thermal O atoms sourced from the O2
+ dissociative recombination and the atmospheric Ar. 

 

Figure 4: Comparison between the NGIMS measurements (black solid lines) and the HELIOSARES 

simulated density profiles (dark blue symbols for total). a: Case of the campaign of 13th and 14th August 

2018 (orbits 7540 - 7544). b: Case of the campaign of the 15th and 16th October 2018 (orbits 7784 - 

7788). Green, light blue and red symbols depicts the thermal, pickup sputtering and induced dissociative 

recombination simulated components of Ar in the exosphere of Mars respectively. 
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The same conclusion can be drawn for the campaign of the 15th and 16th October 2018 as shown in 

Figure 4b. During the inbound legs of these orbits, MAVEN moved from the dayside high latitude 

regions toward a periapsis located near the Northern pole on the nightside. The measured density 

profile reveal the presence of a non-thermal component with an SNR > 3 between 350 km and 800 km 

in altitude. When compared to the simulated profile, the change of slope around 350 km in the 

measured profile occurs at the same altitude. Moreover, the scale heights are relatively well 

reproduced by the simulation. The discrepancy between the simulation and measurement altitude on 

the lower part of the measured profile suggests an overestimate by the simulation of the Ar thermal 

component below the exobase (the density being overestimated by roughly a factor 5 or/and the 

thermospheric temperature by few tens of percent). This part of the profile is actually just above the 

North pole which is dominated by the thermospheric polar warming at this season (González-Galindo 

et al. 2009). A too dense simulated Ar thermosphere should logically imply a too dense Ar exosphere. 

However, the upper part of the profile displayed in Figure 4b being obtained at significantly different 

latitudes and local time than the lower part of the profile, the difference between simulation and 

observation at high altitudes is probably not related to the one below the exobase along this particular 

MAVEN trajectory. As in the preceding case, the comparison between the measured and modeled 

profiles suggests a production of non-thermal Ar by collision between non-thermal O atoms and the 

atmospheric Ar atoms. 

Deep in the nightside, the Ar density at high altitude is too low to be measured with large signal/noise 

ratio by NGIMS (typically below ten of cm-3). From the current set of NGIMS measurements, we are 

only able to provide an upper limit on the Ar non-thermal density that should be produced by pickup 

ion sputtering. This upper limit appears to be consistent with HELIOSARES modelling, that is, with a 

sputtering effect induced by precipitating fluxes as measured by MAVEN, an atmospheric background 

derived from the LMD-GCM (Chaufray et al. 2014) and modeled collisions using Lewkow and 

Kharhenko (2014) cross sections. This comparison suggests that NGIMS detection limit is very close to 

the simulated pickup ion sputtered density in the nightside. In another way, additional NGIMS 
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measurements on the nightside might allow us to positively detect for the first time a signature of 

atmospheric pickup ion sputtering at Mars.  

Based on the simulation displayed in Figure 4, we calculate escape rates induced by dissociative 

recombination of 1.1×1026 O/s, 2.5×1022 CO/s, 1.0×1021 C/s and 1.4×1023 N2/s whereas pickup ion 

sputtering induces an escape of 2.7×1023 O/s, 3.8×1022 CO/s, 2.3×1023 CO2/s, 7.5×1022 C/s, 2.8×1023 

N2/s, 2.4×1023 N/s and 4.9×1022 Ar/s. The escape rate induced by sputtering is larger than the one 

induced by dissociative recombination for most of the atmospheric species considered in our 

simulation, with the key and very significant exception of O atoms whose escape rate is almost three 

orders of magnitude larger for dissociative recombination. Most of the Ar ejected into Mars' exosphere 

do not escape. At the present escape rate for Ar, around 4 Gyr would be needed to deplete totally 

Mars' atmosphere of Ar.  

IV Conclusions 

In this paper, we present the first in situ observations of the non-thermal component of the exosphere 

of Mars using dedicated NGIMS measurements of the Ar species at 300 – 1200 altitude. These 

measurements clearly show that the Ar density profile displays a two slopes profile consistant with the 

presence of a cold component associated with the atmosphere, and a non-thermal component. This 

non-thermal component was measured by NGIMS up to 1200 km altitude and at  SZA < 110°. 

The comparison between the measured profiles and outputs from the HELIOSARES model shows that 

the non-thermal Ar is most likely produced by collisions between atmospheric Ar atoms below the 

exobase and hot O atoms produced by dissociative recombination of the O2
+ ion in the ionosphere. 

Based on NGIMS limit of detection we derived an upper limit for the Ar density at high altitudes deep 

in the nightside where pickup ion sputtering should dominate. 

These new measurements establish a new approach to characterize the efficiency of non-thermal 

processes at Mars. As additional data are collected, we expect to be able to constrain their dependency 

with solar activity and any other potential drivers. Moreover, a larger set of measurements in the 
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nightside should allow us to make a first direct identification of the signatures of pickup ion sputtering in 

the exosphere.  
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